IN-SILICO DRUG DISCOVERY FOR COVID19 BY TARGETING SPIKE GLYCOPOPROTEIN OF SARS COV - 2 (WUHAN CORONA VIRUS 2019 OUTBREAK) AGAINST THE DOCKING ANALYSIS WITH STRUCTURE PREDICTED HUMAN ‘ACE2-FC REGION OF IgG1’ FUSION PROTEIN AS A PROTEIN BASED DRUG.
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Abstract: The globe was frightened with a newly isolated virus named as sars cov 2 formally called as novel corona virus 2019. This work is predicting a protein based drug for sars cov 2. A virus was outbreaks at wuhan city of china on December 2019. The RNA sequence of that virus was published in NCBI (NCBI Ref Sequence:NC_045512.2) We collected the surface glycoprotein sequences from NCBI and genbank and predicted the protein structure with swiss model and phyre 2 protein structure prediction tools. The predicted spike glycoprotein was have a docking function with the human ACE2 receptor. We predicted the 3D structure of ACE2-FC region of IgG1 fusion protein and docked with virus spike glycoprotein and found a good docking potential of fusion protein with Sars Cov 2. ACE2-FC region of IgG1 will be use as a protein drug against SarsCoV 2.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At present (2020) outbreak of lower respiratory tract infections with respiratory distress syndrome of an animal coronavirus to humans resulting in a major epidemic. The International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses and The Coronavirus Study Group (CSG) is an international organization accountable for developing the official classification of viruses and taxonomy of the Coronaviridae family. This organization assessing the innovation of the newly isolated human viral pathogen named the novel coronavirus 2019. Studies on phylogenetic analysis, taxonomical and accepted official practice, the CSG formally recognizes this virus as a associate to severe acute respiratory syndrome coronaviruses (SARS-CoVs) of the species Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus and nominate it as severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). The spectrum of clinical manifestations associated with SARS-CoV-2 infections in humans remains to be resolved. The independent infectious transmission of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 intimates the need for studying the entire (virus) species. Research focused on individual pathogenic viruses of immediate importance. This research will improve our understanding of virus-host interactions in a changing environment and increase our state of readiness for future outbreaks. (1)

The present status of COVID—19 is researched and the disease is forecasted. The statistical peak of the epidemic is different in three regions, Wuhan, Hubei province except form Wuhan, and mainland China except Hubei province. In Wuhan, the epidemic reached a peak but the reported number of newly infected patients oscillates largely. (2)

In 2003, a newly identified illness termed as severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) spread rapidly through the Globe. At that time a new coronavirus named SARS-CoV. And it was identified and isolated as the SARS viral pathogen which caused severe pneumonia and acute, often lethal, lung failure. The infected individuals are affected like influenza such as the Spanish flu and the emergence of new respiratory disease viruses that have caused high lethality developing from acute lung failure. In research on cell lines, the human angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) has been identified as a potential SARS-CoV receptor. (3) ACE2 is involved in cardiovascular and renal physiology, diabetes, lung disease, pregnancy and also ACE2 serves as a receptor for SARS and NL63
coronaviruses. (4) The angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE)-related carboxypeptidase is called ACE2. It is a type I integral membrane protein have a sequence of 805 amino acids. It contains one HEXXH + E zinc-binding consensus sequence.

The Fc region is the tail region of an antibody and that region has a direct effect on cell surface receptors called Fc receptors and also has a reaction with few proteins of the complement system. Its Natural ability to allow antibodies to activate the immune system. In IgG, IgD and IgA antibody isotypes the Fc region is self-possessed of two identical protein fragments these are obtained from the second and third changeless constant domains of the antibody's two heavy chains. But the IgM and IgE Fc regions contain three heavy chain constant domains - CH domains 2–4 in each polypeptide chain. This Fc regions of IgGs carry a highly preserved N-glycosylation site. The Glycosylation of the Fc fragment is more important for Fc receptor-mediated activity. The N-glycans bound to this site are mainly core-fucosylated biantennary structures of the complex type. Small amounts of these complex N-glycans also take bisecting GlcNAc and α-2,6 linked sialic acid residues.

making a fusion protein of ‘Fc-ACE2 fusion protein’ can be used for therapeutic protein drug against sars Cov 2 Wuhan coronavirus by targeting its spike glycoprotein. And this Fusion complex protein may induce the immune response on the viral affected humans. This work is targeting a protein-based drug for COVID19 disease. By using bioinformatics tools.

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

2.1 Structure prediction for SARS CoV – 2 SPIKE GLYCOPROTEIN

The National center for biotechnology information (NCBI) provides biological information of the researched and collected data which includes genbank®. (7) From the NCBI sequences we have collected the gene of sars Cov 2 surface glycoprotein as a FASTA format. After that, we predicted the structure of that protein by using swiss model homology modeling tool (8)

2.2 STRUCTURE PREDICTION FOR ACE2

Again we go with ACE2 sequences from NCBI genebank® and predicted structure by using the swiss model and phyre 2 structure prediction tools. The predicted structure was saved as pdb format. (7)

2.3 DOCKING CONFIRMATION OF ACE2 AGAINST SARS CoV2 SPIKE GLYCO PROTEIN WITH HEX8.0 TOOL

Predicted Glycoprotein is taken as a receptor and docking studies with ACE2 receptor protein by using Hex 8.0 docking tool. Hex 8.0 is one of the best docking tool for analyzing protein-protein interactions. (9)

2.4 MAKING OF IN SILICO MODEL OF ACE2-FC REGION IgG1 FUSION PROTEIN

In modern days researchers are focused on the FC region IgG1 based fusion proteins as the drug against disease. Fc region IgG1 has a vital immunological response and it involves in the human immune system for curing the diseases. The proposed amino acid sequence of FC region IgG1 and human ACE2 receptor are taken and they are fused as amino acid sequence. FASTA format of the sequence was taken for protein structure prediction. phyre 2 protein structure prediction tool was used to predict the structure of that fusion protein. (10)

2.5 Insilico docking studies with Fusion ACE2-FC region of IgG1 protein against SARS CoV 2 virus Glycoprotein

Again we run the docking analysis of the fusion protein and Sars CoV -2 spike Glycoprotein at Hex 8.0. The docking results are tabled and the interaction between ACE2-Fc region of IgG1 is the conformation of the fusion protein’s potential ability against the virus activity of binding on host cell is monitored. (11)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Homology modeling and Structure prediction of spike glycoprotein of Sars CoV2.

The swiss model and phyre 2 tool used for predict the structure of spike glycoprotein from the surface glycoprotein amino acid sequence. (NCBI Ref Sequence: NC_045512.2). The researchers are already found the nucleic acid sequences and amino acid sequences. We predicted protein structure by using the homology modeling and saved it by PDB file format. Swiss – model structure prediction was done and the predicted spike glycoprotein was downloaded as a PDB file format for further docking studies. The genebank® Gene id for the amino acid sequence is 43740568.
3.2 Structure prediction of ACE2

Similarly, we found the results for in silico structure of homology modeled ACE2 protein. (NCBI Reference Sequence: NC_000023.11) and genbank® GeneID:59272.
Fig 3: NCBI genbank® provided the amino acid sequence of the human ACE2 receptor.

```
>human ACE2 sequence
1 msssswllls lvautaqst ieegaktfld kfnheadlf yqsslaswmy ntniteenvo
61 mninnagdks aflkegstla gmyglqeign ltvklolgai ggngsvsil dekskrcntfl
121 ntmstffystq kvcpnpgpqa clllqplgiee mansldyne riwaweswrs evkgqrlpy
181 enyylvknem arainhyedg dyrwpgdyevn gydqvdyrstg qliedvehtf eekplleeh
241 hqyrraklem aupsyisphi clpaflldgm wgfrfwthlyis ltvpfgkqpn idvtdamvdq
301 awkdorffke aekffvsvgl pmnnqfsfen glitldngqv kavchpataw lgkgqfrlnm
361 ckktmddfil thahqngj flvdmaqagpl lrrganeqf heavgemsl saatphklks
421 iglispdfqge dmetinffil kgqtiyvgtl pftymlekwr mwyrfgxepk dwyngkkmwem
481 krfelvgyvep vphdetycdp asfthlrsndy stfiryctrc sgffgfealc qaakhegphih
541 kcltsnsef gaftfmmrlk gksenwtaai enyvgaknnm vprflryefp lftwdlndkm
601 nsfgwstntw pgwyqgtski rlsksalgd kayewnndem ylfrrsvqaya mroqfikvkn
661 qmslfqeedv rvanlkpris mffvtapkn vsdiiprtve ekairmssrg indafdrldnd
721 siefqitopt lpqggpppys twllfyggyvm gylivgyvilt iftgirdkkn kmkarsegnp
781 yasidfsekg nnpgqontdd vgqsf
```

Fig 4: PHYRE 2 Predicted structure of ACE2 receptor
3.3 In silico docking studies of ACE2 with SARS CoV 2 spike glycoprotein

Hex8.0 is a potential tool for identifying the docking solution between protein and it predicts the protein-protein interactions.

Fig 5: Docking analysis with spike glycol protein of SarsCoV 2 and ACE2

Fig 6: Hex8.0 message result of spike glycoprotein with the ACE2 receptor.

We got docking results between these proteins. As a result, we found the 1831 clusters in 2000 docking solutions.
3.4 Structure prediction of ACE2-FC region Fusion protein

By formulating the new fusion protein by using the Fc region of IgG1 amino acid sequence, signal peptides and amino acid sequence of ACE2 the sequence makes as a FASTA format and taken into the homology modeling by using phyre2 structure prediction tool. The unique job identifier phyre2 id is a78d9c7b8a2ef4.

Fig 7: FASTA FORMAT FOR ACE2-Fc Fusion protein

![FASTA FORMAT FOR ACE2-Fc Fusion protein](image)

Fig 6: Phyre2 Predicted structure of Fusion protein of ACE2-Fc region of IgG1.

![Phyre2 Predicted structure of Fusion protein of ACE2-Fc region of IgG1](image)

3.5 In silico docking studies of ACE2-Fc region of IgG1 fusion protein with SARS CoV 2 spike glycoprotein
Fig 7: Fusion protein (ACE2 – Fc region of IgG1) docked with spike glycoprotein of SarsCoV 2.

Fig 8: Control parameters for docking of fusion with spike protein.
As per the protein-protein docking studies with the Hex8.0 docking tool, the fusion protein ACE@-Fc region of IgG1 docked with 1875 clusters from 2000 docking solutions in 16.63 seconds. With the good E-total of -59.7.

SARS CoV 2 SPIKE GLYCOPEPTIDE and ACE2-FC region IgG1 both have a bonding and docking ability. This protein complex as a potential neutralization drug against SARS CoV 2 VIRUS. This research will help to produce future therapeutic solutions for this kind of future Coronavirus outbreaks.
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